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Abstract: After memory impairment, one of the most common troubles of early Alzheimer's disease (AD) is the impairment of executive functioning. However, it can have major consequences on daily life, notably on the driving activity. The present study focused on one important executive function involved in driving: mental flexibility; and considered how this impairment can affect driving. Ten patients with early AD were matched with 29 healthy older drivers. All participants were given an evaluation of mental flexibility through neuropsychological tests and an experimental test developed on a static driving simulator. The experiment was divided in two conditions; one without mental flexibility and another condition with a mental flexibility demand. AD patients showed impairments in the neuropsychological tests evaluating mental flexibility. These deficits are linked to the deficits they showed in the driving simulator flexibility tests. This study contributes to the understanding of mental flexibility mechanisms and on their role in driving activity. It also confirms that the driving simulator is a suitable tool to explore cognitive disorders and driving ability.
Highlights:
 Older drivers up to 70 are known to be at higher crash rate per km driven  Drivers with dementia are at a even greater risk of crashes  We evaluated mental flexibility in drivers with dementia in a driving simulator context  Deficits of mental flexibility are linked to the deficits observed in the driving simulator flexibility test Driving is a complex task and relies strongly on intact cognitive abilities, including the ability to monitor and attend to the road environment, anticipate hazards and respond accurately and quickly to relevant information. This everyday activity requires many different cognitive processes, of which some are automatic but it also requires from the driver a large panel of high level cognitive functions, and it involves the executive system, especially the mental flexibility [1, 2] . Older drivers are known to be at higher risk than all other age groups for motor vehicle accidents on a per-mile basis [3, 4] , and older individuals with early dementia crash risk is two to five times that of unimpaired older drivers [5] . Moreover, neuropsychological studies on fitness to drive of older drivers and/or impaired drivers have for the most part neglected or limited the assessment of executive functioning
Executive functions (EF) are very high-level abilities. They allow individuals to anticipate and adapt their behavior to changing situations, and to new situations. For example, attentional control, planning, organization, and mental flexibility, are executive functions [6] . Miyake et al. [7) suggested that the executive system is a global system divided in three components, three main executive functions, -Inhibition of automatic responses, Updating the content of working memory, and Mental Flexibility.
In the present research, we focused on the mental flexibility component, which seems to be very important component to drive safely [8] . It refers to the ability to switch between cognitive tasks or mental sets [9] . It is an intentional disengagement process of the attention from a situation or a strategy which is not relevant anymore and an hal-00842749, version 1 -9 Jul 2013 engagement towards a new and more adapted situation/strategy. It is sometimes called "mental shifting", "attention switching" or "mental flexibility" [7] . However, some authors prefer to distinguish these concepts [10] . Indeed, it seems that the "mental shifting" refers to the shift of visual attention from one location to another (Posner's paradigm [11] ) [12] , whereas the "mental flexibility" refers to the concept of displacement towards another pattern of answer (like in the WCST [13, 14] ) or towards another mental set [10] . In the present study, we refer to this second concept.
Alzheimer's disease (AD) is the most common cause of abnormal cognitive decline in older adults. AD is firstly characterized by deficits in declarative memory, but also by a variety of impairments in high level cognitive abilities. It progressively affects cognitive functions like attention, judgment, reasoning [15] , and principally, executive functioning [16] . In the early stages of the dementia, patients are not aware of their deficits and continue their daily life as if they were not impaired at all [17] . It is estimated that around one-third of drivers with dementia continue to drive [18] . While healthy older drivers are able to adopt self-regulatory driving behaviors [19] , it seems that AD patients, because of anosognosia, could not adopt safe behaviors like avoiding high traffic situations or driving at night. Carr [20] explained in a literature review that the studies on crash risk in drivers with dementia are limited in terms of conclusions because of the small number of participants, the use of self-assessment questionnaires, and by the lack of matched controls participants. However, all the studies surveyed by
Carr showed an increase in the number of accidents among drivers with Alzheimer's disease. Another study also showed that drivers with AD, even in the early stages of the disease are at a greater risk of crashes compared to cognitively preserved drivers at the hal-00842749, version 1 -9 Jul 2013 same age [21] . The studies including an neuropsychological assessment and an evaluation of the fitness to drive tend show that the executive functions' impairment are the most correlated with the impairments in driving [8, 22] .
The literature concerning the impairment of the mental flexibility in AD is quite important. Perry, Watson and Hodges [23] , Siri et al. [24] and also Souchay, Isingrini and Gil [25] reported impairment in mental flexibility in the early stages of dementia.
However, its impairment could have major consequences in daily life, notably on the driving activity [26] . Some studies have also reported that mental flexibility is one of the two major features of attention which seems to be particularly impaired in AD, with the inhibitory mechanisms [10] . Inhibitory and mental flexibility mechanisms are often associated in the literature on executive functioning. However, several studies showed these two features of executive functions were not completely linked. Miyake et al.
showed that they are linked but independent in their functioning and Collette et al. [27] showed that the neural substrates of these functions were different. The present study focused on mental flexibility because the literature is not as abundant as for inhibition.
Daigneault, Joly, and Frigon [1] suggest that executive abilities are important determinants of driving ability among older drivers. Indeed, they showed that older drivers with a history of accidents present impairments on several executive tests compared to participants who do not crash.
A recent review article [28] reported that in the last decade at least sixty-nine articles had been published on the role of executive functions in driving. However, the literature concerning the link between executive disorders in AD and driving is hal-00842749, version 1 -9 Jul 2013
finally not very abundant compared to available studies on the others cognitive impairments, like attention, spatial orientation, etc. [8, 29] . However the executive functions are quite impaired in AD and particularly in the early stages of the dementia.
The difficulty of showing correlation between neuropsychological evaluation and driving evaluation could be explained by the fact that executive functioning, and more particularly mental flexibility, are not sufficiently taken into account in the studies.
Indeed, depending on the driving's characteristics and on the fact that it involves a lot of different cognitive processes, neuropsychological tests that are very focused on only one cognitive function can not show correlations; hence the importance to include executive functioning evaluations that introduce the concept of cognitive control.
The main goal of the present study is to evaluate the impairment of mental flexibility which occurs in the early stages of AD and its consequences on the driving activity. This work will contribute to improve the knowledge of the role of mental flexibility and of executive functions in general, in the driving activity. The research comprises a twin-approach which combined a neuropsychological evaluation and a driving experiment in a driving simulator. Both the neuropsychological evaluation and the driving experiment involved a mental flexibility activity. The aims of the research are first, to evaluate the level of impairment of mental flexibility in AD, secondly, to assess the mental flexibility in a driving situation, and lastly to evaluate the relationship between the neuropsychological evaluation and performance in the driving simulator.
We chose the driving simulator method for various reasons. First of all, the simulator provides controlled and reproducible situations, which is not possible with real driving situations. Furthermore, other studies [30, 31] , as well as the authors'
hal-00842749, version 1 -9 Jul 2013 previous research protocol [32] verified that experiments on driving simulators were possible both with older drivers and with neurologically impaired patients. Korteling
and Kaptein [33] also suggested that experiments on driving simulator should be developed because of the overly wide variability of the real situation studies. Based on this earlier work it was hypothesized that impairment of mental flexibility would have consequences on the flexibility needed for safe driving.
METHOD

Participants
Ten early Alzheimer's disease (AD) patients took part to the experiment. also excluded. All participants had a normal or corrected visual acuity sufficient for driving (binocular acuity >5/10° according to French legislation).
Procedure
The study presented here is a part of a longer research protocol (For reference: [35, 36] ). Participants were administered the neuropsychological tests and the experiment in the driving simulator at IFSTTAR the same day. Institutional review board approval was obtained for all components of the study; information forms were given to the participants.
Neuropsychological evaluation of Flexibility
The mental flexibility was assessed by one neuropsychological test: The PlusMinus Test [37] , which consists of 3 lists of 30 two-digit numbers on a single sheet of paper. For the first list, the participants are instructed to add 3 to each number and to write their answers. For the second list, they were instructed to subtract 3 from each number. Finally, for the third list, the participants were required to alternate between adding 3 and subtracting 3 from the numbers. The participants were asked to complete each list as quickly and as accurately as possible.
In this situation, three dependent measures were defined:  Shift Cost calculated as the difference between the time to complete the alternating list and the average of the times to complete the addition and subtraction lists.
Driving Simulator evaluation of Flexibility
In order to assess mental flexibility, a specific driving simulator scenario has been designed [38] . There were two conditions in this task. In the condition without alternation (a 13.8 km scenario), participants had to state the shape of the road sign 
Statistical Analysis
According to the distribution's normality of the defined variables, t-tests of Student or U-tests of Mann-Whitney were used. A significance threshold of 0.05 was accepted
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(p < 5 %).
RESULTS
Neuropsychological evaluation of mental flexibility
The main results of the neuropsychological evaluation of mental flexibility (PMT) are given in Table 1 . These results showed that AD patients are significantly impaired in the PMT. The mean comparison analysis of reaction times (RT) showed that there was a significant difference between AD patients' performances and older controls' performances, in both conditions, without mental flexibility demand (Plus-RT: 
Analysis of the mean reaction times (RT)
To explore Alzheimer's Disease-related modifications in flexibility, a two (Group: AD/Control) x two (condition: with and without mental flexibility) analysis with repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) was carried out on the mean RT (Table 2 ). is significantly higher for the AD patients than for the older controls (Shift-cost, t(37) = 2.47, p < 0.05). hal-00842749, version 1 -9 Jul 2013
Analysis of flexibility task : errors
In the conditions without mental flexibility, AD patients showed slower answers than healthy older controls. However, a non parametric test ( 
Analysis of vehicle speed
Analysis of the vehicle's mean speed also gave interesting results. The two (Group: more slowly than the controls in the condition with flexibility, whereas the older controls drove more quickly in this condition (Fig. 1) . hal-00842749, version 1 -9 Jul 2013 In summary, both evaluations of flexibility indicate that this executive component is significantly impaired in AD. Moreover, both assessments of flexibility were significantly correlated (r = 0.409, p < 0.05).
DISCUSSION -CONCLUSION
The aim of the present study was to examine how the mental flexibility function can be impaired in the early stages of Alzheimer's disease (AD), and whether this impairment can evaluated in a driving context. This evaluation had been conducted with, on the one hand, a neuropsychological evaluation of the mental flexibility, and on the other hand, with an experiment evaluating flexibility in a driving simulator. The hypothesis that the impairment of mental flexibility could have consequences on the hal-00842749, version 1 -9 Jul 2013 flexibility needed in a driving context was confirmed.
Mental flexibility impairment has previously been assessed in studies on executive dysfunction in AD [39, 40] . The results presented here are consistent with these previous researches, and reveal a particular significant impairment of mental flexibility in AD, evaluated with the Plus-Minus Test (PMT). AD patients had significatively lower performances in this test concerning their reaction times (RT) and the number of errors. The difference between AD patients and controls was also more significant for the condition with shift (third list), which means that the AD patients are impaired in the flexibility needed to complete the test correctly. This is confirmed by the statistically significant difference between AD patients and controls in the number of errors.
However, this impairment cannot be linked with impairments in speed of processing, as it has been previously stated [41] , because of the significant higher level of perseverative errors made by the AD patients. Other studies had previously showed that the mental flexibility is impaired in the early stages of dementia [23, 25] . However most of these studies did not study directly the mental flexibility; they used mental flexibility tests only in the aim of assessing executive functioning and the tests used were very complex for cognitively impaired participants [42] . Sorel and Pennequin [43] , using the Plus-Minus test demonstrated that the mental flexibility is preserved in the "early" normal cognitive aging, but the performances of older old participants were impaired (after 75 years). It seems that the mental flexibility is an executive function that deteriorates slowly and that the impairments speeds up with dementia.
Concerning the simulator experiment, the three measured variables were concordant, showing that AD patients are impaired in their flexibility. Indeed, AD hal-00842749, version 1 -9 Jul 2013 patients had significant lower RT in both conditions, without and with shift, and the repeated measures ANOVA showed that there was a significant interaction between the groups (AD patient versus controls) and the condition ("without" versus "with" flexibility). It was also interesting to observe that even in the condition without flexibility, the AD patients performed relatively slowly; their mean RT being more than two times slower than the controls' mean RT. Thus, even when the situation does not require mental flexibility, AD patients still need more time to react. This result is consistent with a neuropsychological result obtained with the same group of patients and controls, in a test assessing simple reaction times [44] . The participants were asked to react to the appearance of a stimulus as quickly as possible. No differences were found between young and older adults, and only a mild significant difference was found between older controls and AD patients (p = 0.04). This indicates that AD patients have slower reaction times on the whole. This time penalty was far more important in the driving simulator situation, and again more in the condition requiring mental flexibility, showing that the AD patients are not only impaired in their speed of processing, but also concerning their executive system that allows mental flexibility. This result was also supported by the significant difference observed on the test scores obtained by the participants. In the condition without flexibility, AD patients did not make more errors than the controls; while in the condition requiring mental flexibility, they made more perseverative errors (they forgot to alternate) than controls.
The results obtained concerning the driving speed in the condition of flexibility indicate that AD patients, because they needed more time to give their answer, good criterion in the assessment of fitness to drive framework. This is at least a relevant issue as it is estimated that around one third of drivers with dementia continue to drive after getting the diagnosis of dementia [18] . Some of the unsafe behaviors reported by Eby et al. [46] like impaired signaling, decrease comprehension of traffic could be linked with mental flexibility impairment. However, as observed in the current study, Eby et al. found in their naturalistic driving study that drivers with early dementia drove slower than the surrounding traffic. The question is to know if this compensatory strategy is consciously adopted or if it is a spontaneous behavior adopted to face the slowing of information processing and difficulties to shift attention. Such question should be investigated by empirical research in real driving situations as well as research in the area of driving assistance systems, with could also be an option to monitor driver activity and develop safe adaptive behaviors.
In conclusion, this paper addressed the important issue of how to assess executive dysfunction in a driving context. The mental flexibility was chosen in a context of driving simulation because it appears to be a relevant function for safe driving. The results lead us to address new research questions, specifically the links with fitness to drive and about the perspectives on real driving assessments and adaptations.
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